August in the Garden:

*Time to Fertilizer Citrus trees with **EB Stone Organics Citrus and Fruit Tree food**. Fertilize heavy feeding Citrus trees every 8 weeks from February through October. Supplement with Chelated Iron to achieve deep, dark green foliage. Dr.Iron or Ironite work well to green up hungry Citrus.

*Check all irrigation*. Irrigation systems (Drip and sprinkler) can become damaged in summer months due to heavy watering cycles, animals or even simply plugged emitters. Thirsty squirrels, mice and other critters will chew into lines to find a cool drink of water when it’s scorching hot. Don’t wait until your plants are stressed due to lack of water. When temperatures are high, plants are less forgiving about a lack of water. Just one 105 degree day can cause a plant to defoliate completely or worse.
*Time to **summer prune** Fruit Trees. If you are keeping your fruit trees to a smaller, more manageable size, now is the time to top or “head back” your fruit trees. For more specific information, come by the nursery and we’d be glad to explain the EZ Pick pruning method to you. Wouldn’t we all like a tree that’s easier to pick, prune and spray?

*Give stressed, burnt or otherwise unhappy plants a drink of SUPERthrive solution. These vitamins, minerals and Kelp help push new root growth and reduce seasonal and transplant shock.

**All products available at the Nursery!**